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EDITOR’S LETTER
“Sustainability only exists when there is a value worth keeping.”

In today’s fast revolving world, today’s new is tomorrow’s old. More recent
and exciting news and events splash your newsfeed every second. Our
fingers desperately search for updates on the screen.
We spend too much time trying to grasp the edge of present and looking
into the future. However the layers of the past is what makes the now:
who we are, where we are and how we are. From time to time, we ought
to give some thoughts to what value the past holds for us, and the effort
needed thereof to sustain our lives.
Sustainability only exists when there is a value worth keeping. In other
words, sustainability itself is sustained by preservation. The most difficult
and crucial process is to find those key values and to have the unwavering
belief in them. In today’s swirl of neglect and rapid progress, even one
person’s deep-rooted faith can make the tree greener and stronger.
In this issue, we looked back at the values that support us through culture
and society by listening to different artists. We heard what those people
had to say about their belief in their work. The common thread was that
they believed in the persevering power of preservation. Individuals from
different fields provided us with interesting opinions and thoughts that
inspired us from deep within. From their fingertips, our writers bring to
you the words that will touch your very core.

Warm Regards,

Ji Youn (Mel) Ku
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AROUND THE CULTURE
MINKYU JUNG
SOOYEON KIM
JI UN LEE
SO YEON PARK
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PRESERVATION

It is a great responsibility for every generation to pass on the
aesthetical, economical and historical values of our time to its
descendants. It is perhaps even more difficult to decide what and
how to preserve rather than the course of preservation itself.
We are all mortal, but the thoughts and values of our time can
live on forever.
- ACCESS -
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AROUND THE CULTURE

“Carpe diem, first with your senses than your lenses”
b y. M I N K Y U J U N G

“ We must seize the moment for ourselves if we hope to keep it deep within our hearts. ”

Without looking at your cell phone camera gallery,
can you recall how many photos you have stored
there? Many cell-phone photographers are shocked
to learn that they are storing more than a thousand
photos, and that 350 million photos are shared on
Facebook every day.
Recently I went to Yonsei Akaraka where K-pop
singers perform. I was thrilled to join a sea of
students wearing blue uniforms and standing
shoulder-to-shoulder, seemingly becoming one in
a surge of enormous shared energy. But soon my
joy turned to annoyance because a woman beside
me constantly blocked my view with her phone,
which she held aloft to capture every second of the
performance just to post it on Instagram. Instead
of joining the group to enjoy the show, she was
busy checking how many likes she received on
Instagram in response to the video posting. Ten
minutes later, I found myself doing the same: I took
out my phone and started snapping away. Suddenly
I wondered: does our photographic obsession with
capturing every moment prevent us from living in
the moment?

Usually museums prohibit visitors from
photographing exhibits. Surely those rules are
made to protect the artifacts, but perhaps the
guidelines serve another purpose. Organizers
create exhibitions and concerts so that people can
have aesthetic experiences. Although photographs
easily preserve visual moments, we must be there
with our full repertoire of senses—sound, touch,
and smell—if we are to assimilate our whole being
with the artistic experience.
Cell phone technology allows us to preserve
and share our moments easily and rapidly. But
we must remember that we are smarter than our
smartphones. To fully experience the moment, we
must absorb it through our eyes and senses rather
than view it through the screen of our phones. We
must seize the moment for ourselves if we hope to
keep it deep within our hearts.
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AROUND THE CULTURE

“Realigning the Coordinate of the Present”
b y. S O OYE O N K I M

“ The process of being inspired and learning from what came before is crucial for novel
artistic creations. ”

Some
people
disdain
preservation as just a fancy
keyword
for
hindering
progress that benefits the
common good. However, if
you flip this notion around,
you also realize that in this
definition of progress, there
is no room for recognizing
that we are losing the concept
of preservation. There is no
room for less cutting down of
the rain forest trees in the face
of well-populated cities; no
room for upholding old values
in the face of the modernized
and globalized. Ironically,
however, we cannot clearly
pinpoint the direction that our
present point should head to
in the coordinate of abstract
“development”
without
properly basing our cumulative
identity through preservation.
Even in areas of personal
development, we are told to
move on instead of dwelling

on the past. I have always been
skeptical about that advice;
what changed my mind was
when I first entered high
school. I had been angry at the
way things turned out, that I
was not allowed to stay with
my friends to receive a liberal
education in my international
school with my friends and
less strict American teachers.
Instead, I had to go to a
dormitory global high school
in Korea. Immediately, I was
completely overwhelmed by
the excessive workload and
the 180 degree difference in
environment. I had to learn
that in busy daily life—to
“progress”, be a frontrunner
in the path, and get admitted
to a university that offered
the degree I wanted for my
future—I literally did not have
the leisure to dwell on my
past. However, what actually
fueled my motivation every
day was the journal entries,
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photos, conversations, and
most of all, my creative writing
that established my identity
reminiscent of past memories
and values. It was creating my
own unique sensibility that
made my dream of becoming a
creative writer who eliminates
prejudices much more clearcut. I could represent my
vision well even when I faced
in the face of scary university
entrance interviewers.
To me, classic art recreated and
past memories redeveloped
define progress. The process
of being inspired and learning
from what came before is
crucial for novel artistic
creations. In this definition
of progress, there is more
than plenty of room for
preservation: it is intrinsic.

AROUND THE CULTURE

“Past, Now, and Future: Continuity”
b y. J I U N L E E

“ Preservation is an ongoing and irreversible process in which the past and the
present continuously interact. ”

Our definition of preservation is both vague and constrained; although preservation
embodies many meanings—from the physical to the intangible—we often restrict the
notion to a simple means of retaining the order and stability of the past. Yet beyond
stability, or what might even be considered perpetual stasis, it is important to remember
that preservation also comes about through a transformation of the past. In terms of a
basic metaphor: to make fruit preserves, the fruit must undergo many hours of boiling
to be transformed into a sweet, lasting essence in the end.
In exploring the concept of preservation, we often construct the past and the present
as antagonists. Our consuming nostalgia for the past leads us to constantly contrast the
old against the new, the obsolete against the modern, and the long forgotten against the
currently valued.
By distinguishing between past and present, however, we fail to capture their dynamic
continuity. Like life, preservation is an ongoing and irreversible process in which the
past and the present continuously interact. To channel the links, we must assure that
past traditions extend to future development through preservation. That preservation
also entails the process of modification—that it can be used to create and rediscover
something completely new, original, and unexpected—should not be neglected.
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AROUND THE CULTURE

“Defining Your Significance”
b y . S O Y E O N PA R K

“ On the individual level, it is personally and intimately more relevant to think
of preservation as the act of preserving our memories by taking pictures or
writing journals. ”

I define preservation as “trying to keep something worthy from being lost.” On one hand,
we must be aware that our environment and cultural heritages are essential, and we
must strive to protect them. However, humanity as a whole must attack those sweeping
objectives. On the individual level, it is personally and intimately more relevant to think
of preservation as the act of preserving our memories by taking pictures or writing
journals.
I believe people have a major reason for recording their lives through photography and
journal writing: they want to assure that they remember special moments, such as the
places they visited and the food they enjoyed. Photos and diary entries take us back to
the moment, and remind us of how we felt and what we experienced.
As I define preservation, taking photos and writing journals is our personal way of
preserving what we care about, what we want to remember, what we want to keep from
disappearing. You are the judge of what you want to preserve. You do not need to explain
why your photos and diaries are special; they are special simply because you created
them. Among many moments in your life, you should choose the most interesting parts
to record. Thus preservation is personal. Individuals must find their own values and do
their best to preserve them.
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CREATIVE CULTURE
MIL HA SUH
JI HYUN JUNG
SUN MI SHIN
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Mil Ha Suh
Textile designer
suhmilha@gmail.com
2015 Buddhist Design Competition, participation prize
2014 Calm & Slow, CEO
2013 Korea Crafts & Design Foundation (KCDF) Crafts Trend Fair, selected artist
2013 Nonhyun B-E Space Exhibition
2012 Seoul Design Festival, Young Designer

MIL HA
SUH
“S u r f a c e D e s i g n ,
Where Future Meets Past”

At the 2015 Delicious Crafts exhibition held in Culture
Station Seoul 284, the ACCESS team met textile
designer Mil Ha Suh, owner of a textile-based product
design studio called Calm & Slow. He has been an
innovator in the art and fashion world since he was
very young. His works are not limited to fabric, but
include interior pieces, lighting, and furniture as well.
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MIL HA SUH

b y. G Y U W O N B A E K

In Korea, textile design is a relatively unfamiliar field. What
features do you find appealing?

You display very detailed hand-sewing process in the majority
of your works. Is there a particular reason for adhering to this
method in your artworks?

For one, I like how textile design is everywhere around us
even though we may not realize it. By everywhere, I mean
not just in fabrics but also on things that have surfaces.
Think of outer surfaces of cars and their interior materials—
textile designers design these surfaces. What keeps it even
more interesting is that our concept of surface treatment
is continuously undergoing shifts through scientific
developments.

I’m quite dexterous (laughs). Back in college, I started to
make my prototypes manually because professional sewers
refused to sew my designs. Apparently, the materials that I
used were too thick for the machines to weave through.

PREVIOUS PAGE
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Now, manually handling the majority
of my works has become a habit,
because I think that it takes a lot more
care to make valuable items.
Economic prosperity and the resultant
expansion of SPA brands have made
it easy to buy and discard clothes. In
contrast, your craftsmanship shows
what a real masterwork of textile design
is. Do you have goals related in this
context?
I want to design textiles with a long life
cycle. In Korea, fashion is excessively
trend-oriented. But the problem is
that trends change too fast, and many
problems like waste production arise
in trying to keep up with these trends.
I want to bring a shift by preserving the
values nascent in textiles, so customers
can use them for a very long time.

Could you introduce us to artworks you
are currently working on?
It occurred to me that textiles that
have unique meanings or local traits
stay with us longer. For example, when
we think of India, we are reminded
of madras fabric and with United
Kingdom, the Tartan check fabric.
But when you think of Korea, no
particular fabric comes into mind. So
I’m focusing on making works that
people could automatically attach to
the image of Korea. This would be
like a soft version of the Korean wave.
Now by using computer graphics, I’m
re-interpreting the patterns on sangsa,
a way of arranging mother-of-pearls.
Preserving values for me isn’t just
adhering to the old; it’s adding new to
the old.

Perhaps, the reason that Mil Ha Suh’s
works of textile design resonate in us
is that he doesn’t simply reproduce
what already exists. Through his
work, he expresses his philosophy
about preserving and reinterpreting
the inherent values of textiles. I was
fortunate for this opportunity to
witness the amount of effort and
research he puts into his products.
They represent the possibility of a new
Korean wave that redefines traditions
through the lens of modernity.

BELOW

Icarus
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Ji Hyun Jung
Photographer
photojh@hanmail.net
2015 Tokyo Wonder Site Creator in Residence, Tokyo, Japan
National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art Residency Artist, Goyang, Korea
2014 The 5th Daegu Photo Biennale-The top four 2014 portfolio award recipient, Daegu, korea
The 36th Joongang Fine Arts Prize Selected Artists, JoongAng llbo, Korea
Incheon Art Platform 5th Artist Residency, Incheon, Korea
Oppo-Site, Total Museum Project space The room, Seoul, Korea
Demolition Site, KT&G Sangsangmadang, Seoul, Korea

JI HYUN
JUNG
“Spatial Traces”

In a serene café located in Hongdae, photographer
Ji hyun Jung met us to share his vision in what
constructs a space, and the meaning of its values
from his in-depth, yet realistic, scope of seeing
through the camera lens.
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CREATIVE CULTURE

JI HYUN JUNG

b y. G A H Y U N K I M
Could you briefly introduce yourself and your work?

I have been a professional photographer for many years. I have been working on several different projects on
urban spaces, especially apartments, to shed light on values forgotten in the reconstruction processes.

How did you first come to focus on urban spaces?

Seoul, the city I have lived in for all my life, has undergone numerous distinctive renovation phases in just a few
decades. Growing up with such swift changes, I have also witnessed my own neighborhood being demolished
and rebuilt. Seeing the space that held my life torn down to pieces was a shock. Before I could come to terms
with losing my home, a completely new, fancier building suddenly replaced it. I believe that’s where it all started.
I wanted to record traces of the memories once cherished within and without the space we once called “home.”

How did you convey the idea of loss in urban spaces?

Construction and demolition constitute a cycle. Yet I concentrated on the stage in-between those two. Although
many previous photographers have tried to create sympathetic works in reminiscence of such sites filled with
emotions of sympathy and insecurity for the people that were forced to abandon their roots, my work attempts
to remain as a documentation of the phenomenon itself. I walked into the reconstruction sites in the middle of
the night when there was nobody left. I painted the soon-to-be demolished walls in vivid red. Once the walls
were broken in pieces, the stain allowed me to easily trace them and to capture the scene before and after from
an objective stance through the camera lens. Also, I usually worked in complete darkness, with the least amount
of lighting possible, so it took time for my pupils to enlarge enough to even recognize what I am facing. I used
the long-time exposure method, letting the images emerge in the viewer’s eyes slowly and subtly. Consequently,
the results don’t smack you with emotions. Rather, they approach the subject matter by stimulating viewers to
question their own meanings and values as the city undergoes rapid yet standardized transformation as a whole.
PREVIOUS PAGE

Demolition Site 06 Outside
TO THE RIGHT

Red Room View 1
Demolition Scene Interior
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What does the color red represent?

Red could mean many things. I would not want
to limit its range by defining it specifically, the
message conveyed may vary from person to
person depending on their experiences and
interests. Some critics suggest that red may
symbolize the “inner flesh,” or explosions. In
this particular interpretation, the color red may
be the best shade to represent the empirical
significance of the procedure in which traces are
left as it creates strong visual imagery.

Could your photographs be interpreted as an
attempt to preserve the individual yet universal
values of the Space?

Partly, yes. Everything, including ourselves,
changes too fast. Sometimes the rapid rate of
such extensive development is hard to cope with;
we often merely wander in despair. People often
forget that a single course of developmental
construction may mean another case of
regressive destruction. However, once you step
away from the complex center to see not a tree
but the bigger forest, you will realize that an
organically intertwined mechanism governed
the space where you lived.

What I have been working on implies a similar
echo of construction and destruction. From the
way the society has been operating, we may be
lost in our obsession with material possessions
and missing out on more than we realize. The
red tint, the record of scenes people often choose
to not be aware of, may remind them of the
forgotten moments.

In line with Jung’s remarks, our living sphere,
often called a “city,” contains an endless cycle
that changes its looks every passing second.
All that surround us may even be what form
us to some extent. Although we are the most
dominant influences of such conversions, we,
humans, have been so ignorant and indifferent
to the corresponding processes evolving around
us. In talking with Jung, I have come to realize
that I too have been rather distanced from the
changes, merely defining them as something
“left behind.” Yet, what would we have if not for
the changes made before us?

TO THE LEFT

Red Room View 6
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Sun Mi Shin
Oriental Painter
myjinlee@naver.com
http://www.suncontemporary.com
2010 Nominated for Amore Pacific Artist in Seoul Open Art Fair
2009 Participating in New York SCOPE Art Fair
2008 Participating in Korean International Art Fair
2007 Ant Fairy Tales Exhibition (Seoul Arts Center)
Participating in Korean-Japan Joint Exhibition
2003 Accepted for Korean Fine Arts Association

SUN MI
SHIN
“A r t t h r o u g h
R e m i n i s c e n c e”

Sun Mi Shin, a Korean painter whose Oriental
artwork presents a mélange of fantasy and reality,
stands out among painters in the contemporary art
industry. Greatly renowned among a wide range
of viewers, she is known for her playful, youthful,
yet highly sophisticated series of illustrations of
ant fairies interacting with women and children in
ordinary activities.
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SUN MI SHIN

b y. Y U N J I H A N

Sun Mi Shin, please introduce yourself.
I am an artist who endeavors to introduce Korean
painting to the world.

Why did you choose to major in Oriental painting? What
differentiates Oriental painting from Western painting?
In high school, my Oriental art teacher advised me to
take classes with the seniors. The class was indeed a
turning point. I had been planning to major in Western
art, but I was mesmerized as I watched the seniors draw
birds easily with only a few skillful brushstrokes. When
I got into art school I started with black and white inkand-wash painting, but a professor who studied in
Japan surprised me by showing me that colors could be
used. I was fascinated by the similarity to dyeing when
I saw the colors of bunchae (oriental colored powder)
calmly stacked on hanji (Korean traditional paper). It
seemed as if the color and paper were mingling and
were thus more dynamic than in Western painting.
After that, I used color in my paintings.

The public knows you best for your Ant Fairy series.
What do these fairies signify and how did you come to
imagine them in the first place?

abandoned me. I have many great memories of the
good times my dream friends and I shared in what
was a state of semi-consciousness. The grown-ups were
worried when I told them about my dreams. Although
I am now an adult, I somehow think the creatures I
saw in the past might have been real. The ant fairies
portrayed in my paintings are little creatures recalled
from my dim memories.
What is the source of inspiration for your drawings?
I mainly portray daily activities. As a mother, I observe
my child and then articulate the story in painting after
searching my own related memory.

What projects are you working on now?

I am currently working on “Meeting the Ant Fairies
Again,” which revolves around my child and me. I have
progressed from painting only my stories. Instead,
I rediscover my youth by observing the unconscious
actions of my child. I have wondered whether the ant
fairies have been waiting for me to return and are tired
of waiting for me to remember them again. In many
of my paintings, I show a sleeping mother on one
side; on the other side, I show the child she once was
encountering the fairies.

When I was young, I was frequently sick and spent
all day sleeping, not sure whether I was awake or
dreaming. I was not bored, however, because I
had dream friends who played with me and never
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Blissful Room
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What does “preservation” mean to you? Who do
you think should work to preserve Korean culture
in an artistic field such as Oriental painting?
What could they do and how could they do it?

I think preservation establishes roots and
footholds for future generations to be creative. In
other words, preservation connects the past and
the present and provides inspiration. Therefore,
I think artists can work for preservation,
especially of culture. However, it would be
impossible to preserve all artwork because its
condition depends on the owner. Although it is
essential to discover new artists, I believe that
contemporary artists should use their materials
carefully so that their creations are durable.
For example, Oriental artists should pay close
attention to gluing their paper several times so
that the colors will adhere, without running, and
the margins will stay clean.

Shin’s ultimate goal is to create an emotional
shelter through her works for those wounded
by a world that sometimes seems to be like a
jungle. In her works, the artist looks back in
time to enter the dreams of an innocent child,
cherish her childhood memories, and preserve
Korean traditional culture through Oriental
painting. For Shin, the past is a source of artistic
inspiration.

What messages are you ultimately trying to
express through your works?

I make artwork to create a place of my own, to
heal the wounds dealt by a tough society. I think
viewers respond positively because we all face
similar difficulties in our daily lives. I would like
viewers to find shelter in my paintings too. As a
contemporary Oriental painter, I would also like
to make Korean painting more accessible and
familiar to the public, connecting the past and
the present.

TO THE RIGHT

Meeting Again
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EVENTS

SEASONAL STREET ARTS FESTIVAL
GREEN FILM FESTIVAL
SEOUL INTERNATIONAL CARTOON AND ANIMATION FESTIVAL
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Seasonal Street Arts Festival
“Art for the Public, Yuri Kim and Theater Mun”
b y. YO U N G H Y U N K I M
A beautiful Sunday afternoon is a great time to rest from work at a nearby park. On May 17, Seoul Forest Park was filled
as usual with people who shared this idea. Children were cooling off by the fountain, couples were strolling about, and
families were enjoying picnics. However, on that day, the people had something more to enjoy. The Seasonal Street Arts
Festival was underway.
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was that the puppets used in the show
were all made from recycled paper
cups. Some were already made, but
Younghee Park sometimes simply
picked up a cup and a marker and drew
the faces of the characters on the spot.
As soon as the show started, children
who were playing nearby gathered
around in front of her makeshift stage.
At first, I expected a common puppet
show with simple narration. Therefore,
I was surprised when she sang at
various points in the story while also
using mime and exaggerated body
movements. Both children and adults
loved it.
Theater Mun focuses on the audience.
Younghee Park believes that plays are
art forms that are incomplete without
audiences. Her goal is to make a
difference for those who watch her
plays. However, she is saddened that
theater is becoming more separated
from audiences. As adults, many do
not have the chance to enjoy plays.

The Seoul Foundation of Arts and
Culture (SFAC) founded the Seasonal
Street Arts Festival to provide public
street performances in open spaces
such as parks. The festival takes place
biannually, in both spring and summer.
According to Yuri Kim from the SFAC
Festival planning team, the festival
provides a great opportunity for people
to interact with art performances in
public places, without buying tickets
or traveling long distances. This
also creates an environment where
artists can use the audience feedback
to increase the quality of their next
performance.

Of the several artists that performed
that day, ACCESS reporters had the
chance to interview Younghee Park
from Theater Mun. Theater Mun is
a one-person puppet theater. The
Korean word “mun” means “door.” Park
believes that people encounter doors
wherever they go, and that we must all
open the doors to others’ hearts if we
are to truly know them. She wants to
open these doors to the heart through
her performances.
Today’s performance was a puppet
show of the story “Culinary Genius
and the Giant” or “Zeralda’s Ogre” by
Tomi Ungerer. One interesting point
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During the performance, children
approached the stage and touched the
puppets. Younghee Park played with
them as if they were part of the show.
In my view, this interaction is the key
to the preservation of art. Isolating
the performing arts in a box is not
preservation. Art needs an audience
that understands it, is willing to enjoy
it, will remember it, and will preserve it
for future generations.

“When playgoers remember plays as
sparkling moments in their lives, then
art is completed. And that is when
playgoers remember the art and yearn
to meet it again.” – Younghee Park

LEFT TO RIGHT

Younghee Park
Street Arts Festival Scene

EVENTS

GREEN FILM FESTIVAL
“Collective Preservation of Environmental Thought”

b y. S O OYE O N K I M

“The message of preservation is global. Cultural enjoyment and environmental action can go hand in hand.”
From May 7th to May 14th, the 12th Green Film Festival
in Seoul was held in Cinecube, Indiespace, and the Seoul
Museum of History in Gwanghwamun. Films with
environmental themes or messages were screened for the 8
days; they varied in genre, from independent, documentary,
experimental, fiction to even animation. More than 1,000
films from 102 countries were sent in for the contest and
19 were chosen as finalists. This “Green Contest” exists to
encourage and sustain the production and distribution of
environmental films. The festival consists of several other
sections distinct themes, such as “Green Panorama in Korea”,
“Green Films from Latin America”, “Focus–Revisiting
Agriculture”, “Animal, Our Sweet and Wild Companion”, and
“Children of the Earth”. In addition to the film screenings,
professionals from environmental fields spoke at the “Green
Talk”. In the plaza in front of the Seoul Museum of History,
Green Festival and Green Teen Festival, aimed at children
and students, continued during the festival as well.

“Film is the collective art that can be most easily
understood and shared by a huge number of people. The
more audiences can appreciate the messages in films, the
higher the quality of environmental films be, which will
bring more widespread change.” This is what film festival
programmer Gyeongsook Sul believes in, which is also the
most intrinsic motivation for her profession of directing
a film festival: to spread social messages and make them
more sustainable.

We watched “Green Panorama in Korea”, “Green Panorama”
and attended the following director talk, and observed the
lively Green Festival featuring activities such as making
bicycle chain bracelets, a solar panel movie theater, and
remembering the Hiroshima atomic bomb victims, among
others. I was curious to hear the side of the story from the
perspective of Gyeongsook Sul, the woman in charge of
directing the diverse and vivacious events of the Green Film
Festival.
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TO THE LEFT

Green Film Festival Poster
TO THE RIGHT

Film Festival Scenes
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Sul said, “As a film festival programmer, I go to other foreign film festivals because that’s where movies are first shown to the
public. I then select movies and invite the directors. Sometimes movies are sent to us, and our judges evaluate them. Our
two primary standards would be: how well a film delivers an environmental message and the cinematic value of the film.
Nowadays, there is a much bigger public awareness of the need for environmental preservation, so a mere shout-out of the
message is not enough.
What now matters is how the message is conveyed. Higher cinematic quality largely contributes to the effective delivery
of the message, which also translates to the very need for a film festival—to use the cinematic medium to spread social
messages. Movies with “environmental sensibility”, such as this year’s “Music for Elephants”, leave memorable impressions by
beautifully showing the artistic communing with nature. The Green Film Festival also targets children through animations
and Green Teen Festivals because they are the next generation that will actually bring change to our society. We also
distribute educational environmental films to schools.”
ABOVE

Film Festival Scenes
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“The word ‘preservation’ is central in the environmental discussion, of course, against the impending dictum of
development. However, it is not only about preserving nature; it is also very much about preserving our traditional sense
of community. Many movies in this year’s film festival, especially those in the “Focus” sections, deal with both the loss of
natural surroundings, such as forests and rivers, and the dwindling sense of human community. The cultural variations
express a universal message: reminding us of what is at stake of being lost, and urging us to take actions for preservation.
The message of preservation is global.”
Her concluding remarks were especially remarkable: “Among many ways of spreading the message of environmental
preservation, I believe in the power of art, especially films, in changing people’s values in a more sustainable, and widespread
way. People are not force-fed the message, but are led to take voluntary action to protect the environment. Cultural enjoyment
and environmental action can go hand in hand. It is thus my important responsibility to introduce films with these message
to the public.” Sul’s words and the poignant environmental messages that the films conveyed resonated strongly. I was
convinced that the collective sharing of cultures can significantly contribute to the cause of preservation. You might want to
take yourself to a film festival and find yourself quite affected by diverse ideas presented in fascinating artistic forms.
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SEOUL INTERNATIONAL
CARTOON AND ANIMATION FESTIVAL
“Capturing the Ages through Illustration”

b y. H E E R A E K I M
When spring finally arrived in Seoul, I journeyed to City Hall, where, under the bright sun, I was welcomed by hundreds
of panda bear dolls that World Wide Nature Fund had contributed to the Nineteenth Seoul International Cartoon and
Animation Festival.
Seoul Square was crammed with booths selling cartoon products and promoting cartoons and animations. I joined a large
crowd of people who viewed many interesting displays, including one about my old cartoon friend Banzi, a favorite of
children and young adults in their twenties who share warm memories about this lovely cartoon.
Next I moved to Myeong-dong Station to enjoy the SICAF exhibitions. Jaemiro road featured pictures of famous web
toon characters such as Josuk. The road led to Little Anicenter which featured the collaborative Korea and France graphic
novel project called “Revenues D’Ailleurs.” There I met two inspiring artists. French artist Samir Dahmani explained that
after he realized that he and many expatriates feel that they do not belong anywhere, either abroad or in their motherland,
he began illustrating the stories of women who had moved abroad. Bokyoung Yun, a Korean artist, is illustrating her
autobiographical narrative of how she returned to Korea after a long stay in France.
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She wants to depict her feelings about no longer belonging
abroad or in the motherland she left for so long. She said,
“SICAF has provided us a great chance of collaborating to
reveal the perspectives of aliens who have returned to their
origins after a long hiatus.”
Finally I reached Seoul Animation Center, the hub of
contemporary animation and cartoon in Korea, featuring
an exhibition titled “SICAF 2014 Comic Award Special
Exhibition.” The exhibition celebrated Dooly, Korea’s longadored cartoon dinosaur, and told the history of Soojung
Kim, the cartoonist also known as Dooly’s father. Since
1975, he has actively produced iconic educational and
editorial cartoons. It was interesting to view some of his
unknown and unpublished works. For example, in one
work he made cartoons featuring Adam and Eve to be used
for sex education.
I also found it fascinating to see how Dooly cartoons were
adapted to the social context and tenor as time passed.
Oppressive policies and extreme censorship in 1987 made
KBS, the animation production corporation, change Dooly
from a rather rude and violent dinosaur in the artist’s original
cartoon into a gentler figure. However in 2009, Soojung
Kim participated in the remake of Dooly animation and
restored the mischievousness and naughtiness. Similarly,
the background landscapes, clothes, and housewares altered

according to style changes. For example, refrigerators and
televisions were modernized. Also, Dooly began dancing
to Super Junior’s “Sorry Sorry” rather than Youngrok
Chun’s “It’s Still a Dark Night.” I was impressed to see that
animation adapts to social changes. Perhaps that is why
Dooly has continued to shine for decades in the hearts of
both young and old.
The Nineteenth Seoul International Cartoon and Animation
Festival revealed that SICAF has consistently strived to revive
the Korean animation and cartoon industry. By holding the
exhibition in the center of Seoul, SICAF invited Korean
citizens and foreign travelers to the world of Korean cartoon
and animation. If the cartoon and animation industry
fails to sustain an attentive and enthusiastic audience, it
cannot sustain its domestic impact. In this sense, SICAF
plays a significant role in preserving an important aspect of
mainstream Korean culture.
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HYE SOON LEE

“Replacing T-shirts & Jeans with Hanbok”
Hanbok and Traditional Accessories Designer
Founder of Damyeon
www.damyeon.com
2015.06.09
2013.09
2013.03
2012.12
2012.11

Hanbok Fashion Show at Ireland Dublin Mansion House
Exhibition at Cheongju International Craft Biennale
Production of 3D Image “Hanbok Soars”
Art Miami Opening Show
Exhibition “Building Life” at Gana Art Center

In 2011, a woman dressed in Hanbok(traditional Korean attire) was prohibited from entering Hotel Shilla. The
incident put Hanbok under spotlight with the question: how are we to maintain our identity in a time when our
own traditional apparels are rejected? Ever since, perspectives on Hanbok are changing, but there still seems to be
a long way to go. I met with Lee Hyesoon, the woman of the event, hoping to find an answer to that question.

b y. YO O N B I N C H O

Please introduce yourself.

I am “the first Damyeon, Hye soon Lee.” That is how I would like to be remembered, because I find my joy and pride in
designing. I pioneered Damyeon with the certainty that Hanbok will exist as long as Korea remains, and the hope that
Korean tradition will be preserved through our Hanbok. I emphasize “the first” because of this hope. I believe and hope
that Damyeon will go on only through people like myself as ‘the second Damyeon,’ ‘the third Damyeon,’ and so on. By
emphasizing ‘the first,’ I am displaying my anticipation for future designers.
How do you define your Hanbok?

Hanbok is a type of clothing. All clothes reflect the designer’s philosophy, which is derived from the creative combination of
values and goals. Likewise, my Hanbok mirrors Damyeon’s identity. We honor Hanbok in recognition of its five thousand
years of history, using materials from nature, considering the comfort in movements of the dresser, while expressing beauty.
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1st Skywalk Project
‘Compliance & Rejection’
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Speaking of performers of life, many
people, including myself, consider you
to be the model for “‘the habituated
daily use of Hanbok.” The Shilla Hotel
incident in 2011 stimulated many
changes, including the rise in businesses
that design and sell modernized
Hanbok. What do you think about
today’s modernized Hanbok?

I feel that there is a role that
modernized Hanbok plays in modern
society. Modernized Hanbok leaves
much to be desired, however, because
it chooses convenience over prudence,
an important value of Hanbok. Hanbok
is not designed to be uncomfortable,
but to require some caution. What
we call “traditional Hanbok” today
has actually been modified to suit the
changes in climate and environment.
But people still believe that it is unfit
for daily apparel. Thus Hanbok is
mostly worn as formalwear for special
occasions. Hanbok should be given a
chance; the carefulness required for
wearing Hanbok is only as much as
what is required for some Western
clothes, such as the high heels that so
many wear so often.

In your collaborated exhibition
“Compliance and Rejection” in 2014,
you said that you aimed to show that
Hanbok is “fine art” rather than a
commercial good. What makes Hanbok
“fine art”?

If life is a sequence of performances,
clothes are tools for individuals.
Hanbok even has specific purposes

for its making. Our garments are so
intricately created that appropriate
curves and shapes are formed as an
individual puts on the dress. For
example, when I dressed ballerinas
in Hanbok for the exhibition, my
focus was on designing Hanbok to be
suitable for dancing. Hanbok is a “fine
art” because it is based on scientific
designs that enhance beauty for the
performers of life.
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Before I began my interview with
Hyesoon Lee, I already expected her
to say that people must wear Hanbok
for its values to be recognized. But
her words further convinced me that
our generation has no reason to avoid
wearing Hanbok. Hanbok is not only
traditionally and artistically valuable,
but comfortable as well. Moreover, her
passion and devotion motivated me
to consider donning Hanbok myself.
Although it may sound banal, she
inspired me it, with her passion and
devotion; that wearing Hanbok is the
one and only solution.

What sort of efforts would be crucial
in acknowledging Hanbok’s worth and
embracing it in our daily lives?

Designers’ lacks of effort or capability
are not to blame for people’s lack
of acknowledgement of Hanbok.
Instead, the people must change their
attitudes. Our recognition of the value

of tradition drives us to introduce
Hanbok to foreigners, but we lack
experience in using Hanbok ourselves.
One can only realize the value of
apparel by trying it on. For as long as
I live, I want to continue in this path,
and even build a Hanbok museum at
Damyeon some day. What we need
now is for more people to start wearing
Hanbok.
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BYUNG IN KANG

“Blooming the Beauty of Hangeul”

Calligraphy Artist
howprint@naver.com
http://www.sooltong.co.kr/
Korea Calligraphy Design Incorporated Association Vice President
Calligraphy Studio “Sooltong” Representative
2013 Korea Hangeul Museum Opening Member
Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism Minister Award
2012 Korea Design Award Silver Tower Order of Industrial Service Merit

ACCESS visited calligrapher Byung In Kang’s exhibition in Ihwa-dong, and met the artist in his studio in Okin-dong.
The spaces were filled with his works, from Soju bottles to book titles.

b y . S O Y E O N PA R K

ABOVE

Byung In Kang
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Please tell ACCESS readers about
the exhibition titled “Byungin Kang’s
Calligraphy in Daily Life.”

Calligraphy is everywhere in our daily
lives. It is used for movie titles, book
covers, labels for crackers, alcohol,
noodles, drinks, and fashion. Often
letters are two-dimensional print or
online representations. I wanted the
exhibition to give people a chance to see,
touch, and experience calligraphy.

What values do you pursue when creating
a calligraphy piece?

Calligraphy can be viewed with
two perspectives. One way is to see
calligraphy as pure avant-garde art,
between modern and traditional art. All
individuals see objects through different
perspectives. The same flower may
evoke different impressions depending
on the viewer’s ideas, feelings, and life
experiences. I believe that calligraphy, as
art, should be written in various styles to
express diverse perspectives.
The second view of calligraphy is to
see its more complex commercial use.
Commercial calligraphy requires both
objectivity and originality. It must reflect
each product’s distinctive characteristic,
including the company’s identity and
marketing strategy. Calligraphy goes
further than letters, which are meant
precisely to express information. In
calligraphy, artists can use their touch
to add stories to the information. I try
to make the transaction sentimental and
warm.

You said you wanted to let people know about the diversity of Hangeul style.
What gives you the most pride regarding Hangeul?

Most important, Hangeul is easily explained because it is scientific and
systematic. The initial consonant stands for the sky; the medial or syllable
nucleus represents humans; the final consonant is the land. Hangeul is the
only lettering system that reuses the consonant from the first sound in the last
sound. Think of a flower, rising, falling, and blossoming again, a metaphor that
shows nature’s mechanism of circulation. Humans, the sky, and ground are
all part of the universe. Hangeul visualizes the harmony of the three elements.

ABOVE

Hangeul ‘ㅎ’ Background
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Try writing ㅗ, ㅏ, ㅜ, ㅓclockwise, each in the 4
directions. There’s a circle, right? If you add ㅡ,ㅣ in
the middle of the circle, that’s Taegeuk, symbol of yin
and yang. The upper part is yang-솟다(rise), 오르다
(climb), 아버지(father) and the lower is yin-누르다
(press), 춥다(cold), 어머니(mother). Such circulation
is nature itself, and all sounds can be written so easily.
Hangeul represents such sophisticated and complex
philosophy in a simple way.

Are you specially attached to any one piece?

Each piece is special since I wrote each by hand. Many
people loved the recent Korean drama “Incomplete
Life (Misaeng)”. I feel a strong identification with
that drama. That is, my life story and attitude can be
expressed in the sentiment: “though not much now, I
will be grand one day by working hard.” 미 falls down,
showing the sad present day, and 생 goes up, standing
for the bright future.

You said “Misaeng” tells a story that is very similar to
your life story. Did you encounter many hardships that
made you who you are today?

I grew up in a poor environment, but I never gave
up or blamed others. I just thought if I kept working
hard, someday things would change. Environmental
constraint depends on your viewpoints. I first tried
traditional calligraphy in elementary school art classes
and never stopped practicing. Working hard from then
on made me who I am today.

ABOVE

‘Until the Beauty of Hangeul Blooms’
Calligraphy ‘Dog’
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This edition of our magazine is focused on preservation. How
do you see preservation in relation to your art?

Hangeul is one of the several writing systems that might
disappear by 2030. We think such a loss is impossible, but in
retrospective, we recognize that English has replaced many
lost Korean words. For example, many prefer the English
word “chef ” to Yorisa or Jubangjang. I believe we should
use English only when necessary if we are to keep Korean
alive. We must protect Hangeul, the letters used to write
the language. Once the language is gone, the letters become
meaningless.

Taking this one step further, we must develop Hangeul’s
aesthetic aspects. In the word 솟다, just by lengthening
the vowel ‘ㅗ,’ the letters seem more vibrant, about to go
up. Simply changing the length of the vowel allows you to
see the sound and feeling of the word. This is the artistic
value of Hangeul. We must all do our best to preserve our
heritage, and I will do my best to preserve Hangeul through
calligraphy.

ABOVE

Calligraphy ‘미생’
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SANG PIL BAE

“Light to Planned Longevity”

Designer and Collector of Industrial Vintage Lighting
terr@chimerawatts.com
http://www.chimerawatts.com
2014
2012
2011
2010
2009

aA Design Museum Solo Exhibition
Atelier Turning Solo Exhibition Kumho Gallery Exhibition
Baum Art Gallery Exhibition
Musee Asia Gallery Exhibition
Pop Art Factory Gallery Solo Exhibition

As a collector and designer of industrial lighting, Sang Pil Bae provides insight into lighting design: a fairly unfamiliar
yet essential field in our daily lives. He believes that lighting’s main function is to make the invisible visible—industrial
lighting maximizes this precisely. He draws on the philosophy of Walter Gropius, the founder of Bauhaus, who said,
“Function becomes form.” That is, a perfect design has no unnecessary elements.

b y. J I U N L E E

What motivated you to develop from a simple collector to an
actual designer of industrial vintage lighting?

As a political science major and sommelier, I was
unacquainted with the world of lighting. When I visited
lathe shops and foundries in Euljiro, I was surprised to
learn that the workers are engineers. In the west, engineers
are highly respected. In Korea, however, I was angered to
see that they received little respect. That’s when I started to
learn their skills.

What is your intention behind pairing lighting with vintage
objects, such as a faucet in “Double Robinet Frame Lamp” or
a portable pesticide sprayer in “Pesticide Lamp”?

My favorite collections are from the 1900s to the 1930s,
a period that incorporated practicality and artistry. I
reconstructed objects from that time period to show how
art and industrial engineering may coexist in practical
objects.
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In “Haag Streit Desk Lamp” and “Buggy Lamp,” you
reconstructed a 1940 military truck headlight and an
eighteenth century horse carriage lamp for reuse. What does
the preservation of old items that have lost value and use
mean to you?

Value and use are relative concepts. You couldn’t recreate
lighting made 100 years ago in America even if you spent
millions. Compared with America’s historical casting or
lathe techniques, modern techniques for producing general
household objects have regressed. In 1990, many French
factories closed down, and American owners took over
90% of casting foundries. Understandings of century-old
traditions disappeared in just 10 years. For this reason, it is
essential to preserve techniques.

Your individual exhibition “Planned Longevity” criticizes
planned obsolescence, the recent consumer trend of discarding
objects after short usage. Were you trying to cause a particular
viewer reaction through this exhibition?

I wanted to teach people that capitalist marketers were
behind the wasteful concept of planned obsolescence.
Nowadays, for example, lamps bought from large stores
break in a month; the vintage lamps that I collect, though,
have such high durability that all they need is a brushing
away of the dust.

Keeping your vintage collection in mind, what is your opinion
of modern lighting?
Modern design is actually “applied” design. Possibilities for
new designs ended 100 years ago, and new interpretations
died 50 years ago. Although modern lighting now uses a
variety of LED colors, it has a coldness to it that cannot
surpass the artisan spirit and warmth of analog lighting.
Identity and function are prime factors of design. Yet today’s
excessive focus on aesthetics yields strange designs—even
reading lamps that cannot be used to read.

ABOVE

Pesticide Lamp
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Korea has few platforms for allowing consumers to encounter lighting design. How can we raise awareness of its importance? Do
you have future plans regarding raising awareness?

Raising awareness must start with the young. Schools should allow students to discover what they truly enjoy and take
pride in their specialty. Though Bauhaus art school was open for only 14 years, it had a profound influence because it taught
both theory and applied theory through workshops. Likewise, I would like to establish a lighting academy that emphasizes
putting theory into practice. I believe small movements have the power to transform history.

As an artist who preserves the beauty of vintage lighting both through collection and own designs, Sang Pil Bae draws
attention to the importance of planned longevity in not only lighting, but also in our daily consumption habits. Aside from
physical durability, industrial lighting holds a treasure of values—such as artisan spirit—and stays true to its role of lighting
the invisible.
ABOVE

Double Robinet Frame Lamp
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Buggy Lamp
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DESIGN FACTORY KOREA
DESIGN 3: CROSS-CULTURAL DESIGN
TAD CAPSTONE PROJECT
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Design Factory Korea
b y. M I N K Y U J U N G
Design Factory Korea (DFK), on the Yonsei University
International Campus, is an innovative physical space for
learning, teaching, researching and industry cooperation
related to product development and design. Anchored by the
Techno-Art Division, DFK was the sixth member to join the
Design Factory Global Network (DFGN)—an interdisciplinary
network that promotes university collaborations around the
world.
On April 22, members of DFGN, key figures from various
local and foreign companies, and Yonsei University students
and faculty members attended the opening ceremony, which
featured an exhibition of work by Techno-Art Division
students. The ambassador of Finland to Korea opened the
ceremony. After numerous congratulatory speeches, Aalto
President Tuula Teeri and Yonsei University President
Kap Young Jeong unlocked the Design Factory doors and
invited the students to enter, proclaiming, “The students are
the true owners and users of this space.” Finally, gifts were

exchanged, and a location was selected for a future lunch
that will include warm embraces and toasts.
The successful opening launched the DFK Business
Collaboration as DFK’s first major event. Members of the
DFGN shared their Design Factory experiences in which
they worked with students and significant figures from
the industries to solve problems hands-on and to discuss
possible future collaborations.
Design Factory Korea expects to continue being the hub of
exceptional experiences by working with the outstanding
Yonsei University students and faculty. It hopes to
continually expand its scope of influence beyond UIC to all
other Yonsei University colleges, ultimately becoming the
best model of future education.
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Design 3: Cross-cultural Design
b y . S O Y E O N PA R K

Design 3 is a TAD course that teaches deep understandings
of design across cultures of varying values, languages,
backgrounds, and economic development. Globalization
requires that students learn to contextualize and interpret
design, to understand different cultures, to communicate with
people around the world, and to incorporate transcultural
contents into their designs.
ACCESS talked with Eunhye Kim, a student who studied
Cross Cultural Design in the 2015 spring semester as part
of her major in Culture Design Management. She explained
her course project and shared her thoughts about crosscultural design and particularly how design might be used
to make the world more sustainable.
Kim explains that design can be used in two ways to
encourage sustainability. One way is to assure that ecofriendly items are attractively designed to encourage their
use. Creating a tumbler with an attractive design, or designing
clothes with eco-friendly garments would be examples.
Another way is through story-telling and communication.
For her project, “New Perspective, Meaning of Usability,”
she took a microscopic unique viewpoint of her daily life
in Songdo dormitory by searching for the hidden beauty in
the trash bin. Where most viewers would see ugliness, she
sees aesthetic designs. In her eyes, a banana peel became
a sunrise; leftover fried chicken became melting lava. By
titling the material to suggest another view, she revealed
inner values in the material. Her design allows us to see
the hidden beauty in leftovers, leading to reconsideration
of waste and awareness of the needs for preservation. We
all know that recycling and reducing waste are essential, but
sometimes the message alone fails to convince us to change
our daily habits. Through communicative interpretation,
Kim’s design tells the story of the secret value in trash.

To Eunhye Kim, preservation means “recognizing value,
whether conventional or unconventional.” She shows us
how cross-cultural design starts with finding values you
believe are worth sharing, and adding a narrative to
the design. Thus artists can encourage sustainability by
designing eco-friendly products to be more appealing or
telling stories related to preservation through design.

ABOVE

Microscopic view of wastes
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TAD Capstone Project
b y. J I U N L E E

Each year, senior students from the three majors of the Techno-Art Division—Information and Interaction Design, Culture and
Design Management, and Creative Technology Management—form teams to develop innovative product or service prototypes
for their final course: the Techno-Art Capstone Project. Professors and industrial coaches guide teams of three to four students
in generating new products that have market competitiveness, technical feasibility, and quality design. This year, professors,
students, and industry partners from various companies in Korea attended Gala Night in the Design Factory Korea to view
final presentations.
Of the nine teams, ACCESS had the chance to interview the team HyeMoHaJee, the name taken from names of the members:
Hye Jin Park, Shin Young Mo, Ha Eun Kim, and Jee Bin Yim.
Team HyeMoHaJee developed a product they call SPICKI, a portable device that records sound and can be attached to
any surface—similar to a talking post-it note. As their slogan “Make you smile” indicates, SPICKI was designed to add joy
to daily life. By using SPICKI, people can record sounds or thoughts that they want to preserve in a platform that is more
meaningful than a mere phone text.
Jee Bin Yim comments, “Special moments are well preserved, either in history or pictures. However, there exists also
moments that do not seem so special at the time but later turn out to be extraordinary. These should be preserved as well.”
In this context, SPICKI records, captures, transmits, and through this transmission, preserves the sounds of our daily lives—
even moments that we may think are unimportant at the time. SPICKI, then, will provide tangible evidence of our lives to
present and future generations. Ha Eun Kim says, “During user testing, one user recorded her cat doing daily activities such
as eating. Her cat means a lot to her. It may seem unimportant now, but when she listens to the recording later, SPICKI will
have preserved a special memory.”
Unlike typical recorders focused on the owner’s personal use, SPICKI carries emotion central to interactions. By making
sound tangible, it allows users to share and rediscover the sentiments and memories of everyday life that should not go
unnoticed.
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TAD Capstone presentation
(Top)
SPICKI Model
(Bottom)
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A CC E S S AWA I T S YO U.
Have you enjoyed this issue of ACCESS? Discover and discuss
more artists, events, and trending news at our Facebook page.
We will post important notices such as the magazine themes,
publication date, and the distribution sites of the copies of our
magazine.

facebook.com/accesscs2
accesscs2.org
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